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Flood Editions, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Poetry. In PARAMNESIA, John Tipton s gnomic phrases and stringent imagery sound the
mysteries of syntax to uncover traces of what s been lost. Here the saturated myths of the ancient
world traf c in the banality and derangement of international travel. This is a poetry of centaurs and
blast furnaces, glossolalia and linguistics, rich with pattern and forms of its own making: sound of the
filtered...
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This is basically the best publication i have got read through right up until now. Sure, it really is perform, still an amazing and interesting
literature. Your life span will probably be convert once you full reading this article ebook.
--  Dr.  Irma We lc h--  Dr.  Irma We lc h

This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
- -  De lbe rt G le as o n--  De lbe rt G le as o n

If you need to  adding bene t, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and bene cial. You are going to  like the way the
blogger compose this publication.
--  O rlando  Abe rnathy--  O rlando  Abe rnathy
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